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Welcome To Method Test Prep!
Thank you for choosing Method Test Prep as your provider of online ACT® and SAT®
preparation. Method Test Prep’s online program is used by tens of thousands of students
every week, all around the world. We are confident that if you use the program diligently
your score will improve.
The “method” to the Method Test Prep program consists of a system that provides students with ample feedback throughout the process. You will always know how much of
the program you have worked through, which tasks you have completed, and what is left
to do. We also provide detailed explanations of the correct answers to the thousands of
questions built into the program.

SMART IDEA ALERT! Make sure to read the explanations and watch any explanatory videos for questions that you get wrong (or for ones that you got right by
guessing). Then go back the next day and try the questions again. When you can answer
every question in our program correctly, you can be positive that you are fully prepared
for the test.
Movie 1.1 The First 7 Things You Should Do

Are you ready to get started?
Let’s begin working to raise your
score!

https://methodtestprep-1.wistia.com/medias/8v9z1t25se
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The Student Dashboard
The student home page features a “Student Dashboard” that allows you to navigate
through the program.

Working from top left, down through the page, you will find a vertical grey navigation bar
that allows you to perform relevant tasks. Each of the items on this menu has multiple options, so hover your mouse over the menu to see the choices.
In the center of the page is a horizontal grey bar that lets you toggle between our ACT
and SAT modules (this is only available at schools that have subscribed to both of our
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The Student Dashboard
programs). Below that is a horizontal blue navigation bar that provides access to your statistics.
Below that you will see a large checklist of hyperlinks to lessons and other tasks. Each
task has an estimate of how much time it should take to complete (though your results
may vary). You will see that the tasks are blocked off in “Weeks”: don’t let this intimidate
you! While it would be great to have 16 or more weeks to prepare for standardized tests,
not everyone has that luxury. You can do as many tasks per week as you can handle.
Two of the most important things to focus on are the Evaluations in Week 2, and the
Full-Length Tests at the end of the checklist. No matter how much time you have before
the test, you should do the evaluations as soon as you start using the program. Then, a
week or two before the ACT or SAT, take at least one of the full-length tests. Those tests
are timed, and they will give you an effective simulation of the real thing, which will increase your comfort level on test day.

SMART IDEA ALERT! If you have access to both modules, try doing the
evaluations for both the ACT and the SAT. The tests are considerably different, and you
may find that one is better suited to your strengths.

SMART IDEA ALERT! After you take a full-length test, go back into the lessons in the Method Test Prep program to review any concepts that gave you trouble. It
will help you to maximize your score.
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How To:

Navigate The Student Dashboard

Click the “My Account” button
to change your password.
Use this to switch between
modules and to display
your progress over different
date ranges.

Click on any of these
headings to view your
detailed statistics.

Click on any of the items in
this menu to perform tasks
within the program.

Click on any of these hyperlinks to complete a checklist task.
You will get a green checkmark next to every task you
complete.
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Checklist Tasks: Lessons & Quizzes
The heart of the Method Test Prep program is the dozens of detailed lessons that break
standardized tests into understandable concepts. Each lesson provides a mix of strategic
(how to recognize what the test wants, and how to answer the question most efficiently)
and academic content. The program isn’t designed to take the place of your teacher, but
by using it you can learn what you need to know to succeed on the ACT and SAT.

Each lesson is followed by a mastery quiz that will give you a chance to answer every variety of question you will find on the test for each concept. Every quiz question includes
two features that will be very helpful to you: a clock, and a detailed explanation.
The clock will count upwards from zero, and it is there to give you a sense of time. There
is no guessing penalty on the ACT or SAT, but that doesn’t mean you should spend 5 minutes puzzling over an answer. You will probably find that 1 minute is about the most time
you’ll want to spend on a question.
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Checklist Tasks: Lessons & Quizzes
Every question also features a detailed explanation of how to get the right answer. These
explanations may include videos to show you how you can mark up your test booklet to
help solve the question. You should review these explanations carefully.
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Checklist Tasks: Lessons & Quizzes
Each task is listed on the dashboard with an estimate of how much time it should take to complete.
An alternative, and faster, way of accessing the lessons grouped by subject is to select “Lessons/
Quizzes” from the grey vertical navigation bar at the
left hand side of the screen.

This will take you to a page that allows you to choose any lesson and/or quiz. You will
also be able to see your scores on each of the quizzes here.
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Checklist Tasks: Lessons & Quizzes
For more details on how to check your quiz results, read on, or watch the video below:

Movie 3.1 How To View Quiz Results

https://methodtestprep-1.wistia.com/medias/1tnr10uvtw
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Using the Navigation Bar
The horizontal blue bar on the Dashboard gives you quick access to statistics and details
that let you track your progress through the Method Test Prep program.
Working from left to right, you will find links to: your Scores By Concept, your Evaluation
Scores, your Full-Length Scores, your Quiz Scores, your Words Mastered and Words
Missed list, and finally Practice Scores.
When you click on any of these reports, the grey bar is always available on the left side of
the screen and the blue bar is always at the top of the screen, so it is easy to leave a report and jump to another part of the program.

SMART IDEA ALERT! In the next few pages you will see each report and
the detailed information that accompanies it. Check in with these reports regularly to see
how you are doing.

SMART IDEA ALERT! The program is designed to allow you to “teach yourself” what you need to know to prepare for standardized tests. But if you find any concepts that are just too hard to understand, feel free to show these reports to a teacher or
tutor at your school. Together you can review the concept and work through it until it
makes sense.
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Scores By Concept
As you work through the Method Test Prep program you can check your results in the different sections of the test for which you are preparing by using the Scores By Concept
screen.

Click a subject to see a detailed concept by concept breakdown of your
quiz results.

Simply click the name of a subject to get a detailed report (see next page) that shows
how many questions you have answered for each concept, how many you got right, and
the overall percentage correct.
This screen (and several others in the program) also compare your results to the Method
Test Prep Norm (MTP Norm). The MTP Norm is computed nightly and is based on every
user of our program.

SMART IDEA ALERT! Don’t obsess to get a perfect score right away--after
all, hardly anyone will get a perfect score on the actual test. But do use the MTP Norm to
gauge your results against a meaningful comparison group.
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Scores By Concept

Use this report to see your
quiz results for every concept. You can also see how
your results compare to the
Method Test Prep Norm
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Evaluation Scores
One of the first things you should do when you begin using the Method Test Prep program is
to take the evaluation quizzes found in Week 2 of the ACT and SAT checklists. These evaluations will show you examples of all of the types of questions you could face on the test, and
will also give you a score indexed like the test for which you are preparing:

At any time you can click Eval Scores in the horizontal blue bar to see a more complete breakdown of your evaluation scores:
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Full-Length Scores
The Method Test Prep program contains two full-length, timed ACT tests and two full-length,
timed SAT tests for you to practice with. As noted previously, you should definitely plan to
take at least one of them before you take the real test for the first time. You might want to
save the other of the tests for later, to “tune up” for your second real-life test. Clicking on Full
Length in the horizontal blue bar will let you see how you’ve done on these authentic preparation tests.
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Quiz Scores
Clicking on Quiz Scores in the horizontal blue bar will give you results on each of the mastery
quizzes you’ve done. You can see your cumulative score by subject, and your most recent
score on this report.
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Quiz Scores
Click on any of the subject names to get a more detailed report. You can sort by any of
the columns if you want to see your best or worst scores.
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Vocabulary Builder
Method Test Prep’s Vocabulary Builder program is based on a dictionary of hundreds of
words likely to appear on the ACT and SAT. The Vocabulary Builder provides you with a basic
definition of each word and the word’s pronunciation, and uses it in a sentence.
C l i c k o n “ Vo c a b u l a r y
Builder” in the grey vertical
menu and you can choose to
take a quiz. The program will
randomly give you a word to
define.

To “master” a word, you have

Movie 4.1 The MTP Vocabulary Builder

to get it right twice, which
might require you to use the
program for a half hour or
more. During that time you will
be exposed to lots of words.
At any time you can choose to
view the list of the words
you’ve missed and the list of
the words you’ve mastered.
There is a definite correlation
between vocabulary and test
scores, so this program will be

https://methodtestprep-1.wistia.com/medias/mf7s9f8u9o
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very helpful!

Quiz on Demand

The Method Test Prep program contains
thousands of questions (all of which include
detailed explanations of the correct answer,
many with video answers) and the bank of
questions is continually growing.

You can

ask the program to give you a quiz on any
subject and concept, or combination of concepts. Just go to the grey vertical bar and
choose “Lessons/Quizzes” and “Quiz on Demand”.

Movie 5.1 Quiz on Demand

The following video walks
you through the process of
building the quiz. Just like
the mastery quizzes, your
custom quiz will include detailed explanations, and you
can take the quiz multiple
times.

https://methodtestprep-1.wistia.com/medias/7m2dm62zri
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MTP Resource Center
Method Test Prep’s program has always had a plethora of supplemental and educational
resources, ranging from user manuals to videos and PowerPoint presentations about standardized tests, to study guides that students have consistently praised as highly valuable.
The current version of Method Test Prep’s online program has revamped the presentation of these items by placing them in the Resource Center. The Resource Center is an attractive, dynamic, highly sortable mechanism that can make it easy to find what you are
looking for, while also encouraging you to “stumble upon” helpful tools that you didn’t
even know you needed.
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MTP Resource Center
There are literally scores of materials in the Resource Center and we are constantly adding more. One great feature of the Resource Center is that it is linked to the program, so
you can search for materials related to particular concepts. To do so, select your test, subject and concept(s) at the top of the screen and click the “Search” button (it will appear
after you make your selections in the window pictured below).
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MTP Resource Center
Method Test Prep users can rate everything they find in the Resource Center (akin to
how customers can rate products on online shopping sites). Please feel free to rate the
materials that you look at, as user ratings is a search criteria built into the Resource
Center.

SMART IDEA ALERT! The hyperlinks at the bottom of the screen pictured above will reveal other materials in the Resource Center that you might want to
see.

SMART IDEA ALERT! The Resource Center will keep track of the videos
that you’ve watched and will automatically shift new content to the top of your list of
available material.
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